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Abstract 
Among the techniques proposed for B-ISDN transfer mode, ATM concept is considered 
to be the most promising transfer technique because of its flexibility and efficiency. This 
paper surveys and reviews a number of topics related to ATM networks. Those topics cover 
congestion control, provision of multiple classes of traffic, and error control. Due to the nature 
of ATM networks, those issues are far more challenging than in conventional networks. Sorne 
of the more promising solutions to those issues are surveyed, and the corresponding results 
on performance are summarized. Future research problems in ATM protocol aspect are also 
presented. 
l. Introduction 
Due to the recent technological advances, especially in fiber optics and micro electronics, 
a great deal of attention has been paid to the Broadband ISDN (B-ISDN). The Broadband 
ISDN provides much higher transmission rates than the conventional Narrowband ISDN 
<loes. Such a network should be able to support a wide variety of traffics requiring bandwidth 
ranging from a few Killo-bits per second ( e.g., a slow terminal) to several hundred Mega-bits 
per second ( e.g., moving image data). Sorne input traffic ( e.g., in ter active data and spoken 
voice) are highly bursty, and sorne ( e.g., file-transfers) are continuous. Therefore, such a 
network needs to satisfy varying input traffics. The Broadband ISDN should also be able to 
satisfy diverse service and performance requirements. For instance, real-time voice requires 
rapid transfer through a network, but loss of small amount of voice information is tolerable. 
In many data applications, however, real-time delivery is not of primary importance, but high 
throughput and strict error control are required. Sorne services, such as video conferencing 
communications, require error-free transmission as well as rapid transfer [1]. Therefore, the 
Broadband ISDN should be able to facilitate a wide range of source bit-rates and various 
types of services with di:fferent traffic characteristics such as voice, data and video. The 
Broadband ISDN should also be able to support unpredictable future services. Sorne of the 
examples of possible types of future services are [2,3]: 
• video surveillance 
• high-quality broadband video telephony, 
• high-quality broadband video conferencing, 
• video/ document retrieval service, 
• high-speed unrestricted digital information transmission, 
• TV distribution with existing standards quality and high-definition quality, and 
• broadband videotex. 
Therefore, such a network should be very flexible so that it can be adapted to all expected 
and unexpected changes in the future. 
Several techniques have been proposed for the switching and multiplexing schemes ("trans-
fer mode") for B-ISDN. They are the Synchronous Transfer Mode(STM) based on circuit-
switching, the Asynchronous Transfer Mode(ATM) based on packet-switching, and hybrid 
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of ATM and STM. Among them, the ATM is considered to be the most promising trans-
fer technique, and thus this paper surveys and reviews a number of tapies related to ATM 
networks. 
The STM was initially assumed to be the appropriate transfer mode for B-ISDN by 
many because of its compatibility with existing systems. In STM, the transmission medium 
has its bandwidth organized in a periodic frame, and an STM channel is identified by the 
position of its time slots within a synchronous structure (see Figure l(a)). In other words, as 
in circuit switching, a channel is given a fixed slot location within a frame for the duration of 
a call. Therefore, STM is suitable for fixed-rate services. However, B-ISDN needs to support 
a variety of services including bursty services. Since in STM, channel bandwidths ( slots) 
are allocated based on the peak transfer rates, bandwidths are wasted during the period 
no information is transported, and thus, STM techniques cannot transport these services 
efficiently. 
ATM attempts to eliminate this in:flexibility of STM. ATM combines the advantages of 
circuit switching and packet switching. In ATM, information flow is organized into fixed-
size blocks, called "cells", the cell transmission time being equal to a slot length. Specific 
time slots are not assigned to channels ( see Figure 1 (b)), and instead, slots are allocated to 
services on demand. Each cell consists of a header and an information field. These cells aré 
transmitted overa virtual circuit (i.e., connection-oriented), and routing is performed based 
on a label contained in the header. This label is comparable to the slot position in STM for 
channel identification. The fundamental di:fference to STM is that the time slots are used 
in an asynchronous (on demand) manner by the various logical channels. In ATM, unlike in 
the STM, no bandwidth is consumed unless information is actually being transported. 
Hybrid solutions are also proposed for the transfer mode for B-ISDN. There are two 
types of hybrids - horizontal hybrid and vertical hybrid. In a vertical hybrid, STM and 
ATM techniques are employed at di:fferent levels of an interface, whereas in a horizontal 
hybrid, both techniques coexist at the same level. An example of a vertical hybrid is an 
interface that carries ATM cells within a frame structure which is divided into two areas 
using STM techniques. An example of a horizontal hybrid is an interface that can support 
services on both STM and ATM channels. In this case, sorne channels are identified by time 
slot, others by labels [62]. The practica! utility of horizontal hybrid has not been investigated. 
Among the techniques proposed for B-ISDN transfer mode, ATM concept is considered 
to be the most promising transfer technique because of its flexibility and efficiency. ATM is 
flexible since ATM does not use fixed-rate connections, and thus variable bit rate services 
can be accommodated easily. Because of the dynamic allocation of bandwidth, the ATM is 
also sensitive to variations in demand for services. ATM can also gain bandwidth efficiency 
by statistically multiplexing bursty traffic generated from severa! sources and service types. 
Each service may not require continuous allocation of its peak bandwidth, allowing more ser-
vices to statistically share the resources. ATM can also guarantee acceptable performance for 
continuous-bit-rate services. Operating in a deterministic mode (i.e., allocating bandwidth 
based on the peak rates ), ATM can support real-time continuous-bit-rate services, given that 
sufficient resources are guaranteed. For a specific continuous-bit-rate service, ATM may not 
be as efficient as STM in terms of bandwidth utilization because of additional overhead 
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contained in the header of each cell, however, it may be offset by its overall merits. 
The organization of this paper is as follows. Congestion control, provision of multiple 
classes of traffic, and error control are discussed in sections 2, 3, and 4 respectively. Finally, 
in section 5, a brief conclusion and possible future research problems are presented. 
2. Congestion Control 
In an ATM network, most traffic sources have bursty nature. A bursty source may gen-
erate cells at anear-peak rate for a short period of time, and a second later, it may become 
idle contributing no traffic on the network. Statistical multiplexing can be used to gain band-
width efficiency. In this environment, if all the calls become active simultaneously, network 
becomes congested. Congestion can also happen dueto unforeseen traffic characteristics and 
network component failures. 
Congestion control is a challenge in an ATM network due to the effects of high speed 
channels. High speed channels drastically limit the congestion control schemes applicable to 
ATM networks. As an example, consider two adjacent switching nodes, A and B, linked by 
a 100 Km cable. Assume 1000 bit long packets and a typical propagation delay time of 5 
µsec per 1 Km of a cable. Consider the following scenario. Assume a 1 Mbits/sec channel 
speed. One packet transmission time, then, becomes (1000 bits)/(1 Mbits/sec) = 1 msec: 
Node A starts transmitting a packet. It takes 500 µsec for the electric signa! to propagate 
to node B. Thus, when the first bit of the packet reaches B, A is transmitting the 500-th bit 
of the same packet. Let's replace the channel with a 1 Gbits/sec fiber optic cable. Then, 
packet transmission tim~ reduces to (1000 bits)/(1 Gbits) = 1 µsec, while the propagation 
delay time remains the same. Again, A starts transmitting a packet. This time, when the 
first bit of the packet arrives at B, A is transmitting the 500-th packet (not the 500-th bit 
of the first packet). 500 packets are already on the channel propagating towards B. This 
example suggests that control schemes to adjust A 's input rate based on feedback from B 
may not work in ATM networks. 
High speed channels also increase the ratio of processing time to transmission time. 
For instance, if a 1 Mbits/sec channel speed is used for 1000 bit long packets, one packet 
transmission time is 1 msec, whereas if a 1 Gbits/sec channel speed is used instead, one 
packet transmission time becomes 1 µsec. Therefore, the network bottleneck is moved from 
the transmission links to the switching nodes. To match the rapid channel speed, in ATM 
networks, communication protocols are simplified, reducing protocol processing time. Most 
of the link-to-link layer protocols have been simplified or removed, and pushed to higher edge-
to-edge layers. This makes it difficult to implement link-by-link based congestion control 
schemes. 
Due to the above reasons, congestion schemes developed for existing networks may not 
work. In existing X.25 packet networks, congestion control is performed by a window flow 
control mechanism. Window flow control mechanisms keep track of the number of packets 
pending in the network for each virtual circuit using packet-by-packet acknowledgement 
scheme. Even though this mechanism can smooth resource utilization, it is difficult for the 
network to satisfy user throughput requirements. This conventional flow control mechanism 
is not appropriate in an ATM environment for the following reasons (63): 
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(1) Sorne voice or video communications require guaranteed user throughput. 
(2) It is difficult to use window-type fiow control for the high bit rate ATM network since 
high bit rate services require enormous windows and processing burden including time-
ou t recovery. 
Therefore, a new concept is required for the congestion control in an ATM environment. 
We define a congestion control as a control mechanism to prevent the congestion as 
well as to relieve the congestion after it happens. Note that this definition differs from 
the conventionally used definition, which only includes control mechanism to relieve the 
congestion after it happens. Various congestion control approaches have been proposed, and 
they can be divided into two categories, reactive control and preventive control. Reactive 
control reacts to the congestion when it happens. The preventive control tries to prevent 
congestion before it happens. The objective of preventive controls is to ensure a priori 
that the network traffic intensity will normally never reach the level to cause unacceptable 
congestion. These two approaches will be discussed in detail in the following subsections 2.1 
and 2.2. 
2 .1. Reactive Control 
At the onset of congestion, reactive control instructs the source nodes to throttle their 
traffic fiow by giving feedback to the source nodes. There are severa! problems with the 
reactive control in high-speed networks [20): 
• Since high capacity iinks suffer a sudden degradation in performance with increasing 
load, when the congestion is detected, it may be too late to react effectively. Even if this 
were possible, a bursty traffic may cause the rapid buffer level fiuctuations which could 
unnecessarily trigger controls. 
• As discussed earlier, effects of high speed channels make the propagation delay of approx-
imately 5 µs/km required to send the choke packet to the source significant. Therefore, 
the feedback information cannot be used in effective way. 
• Diff erent types of services may need to be treated differently. However, this approach of 
throttling all traffic sources routed through the congested point regárdless of the type of 
services fails to take this in to account. 
A possible solution to overcome the difficulty caused by slow feedback is to perform a 
reactive control only at the edge of the network as in [19]. In this case, the propagation 
delay will not be a problem since the distance feedback message propagates is short. 
However, because of the problems discussed above, reactive control is, in general, not 
effective in an ATM network, and thus, very little work has been addressed to the reactive 
control. The preventive control which will be discussed in the next subsection may be more 
effective in ATM. 
2.2. Preventive Control 
Unlike in reactive control where control is invoked after congestion happens, the pre-
ventive control <loes not wait until the congestion is observed, but rather anticipates the 
occurrence of congestion a:rid prevents the network from reaching the unacceptable conges-
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tion level. The common approach to preventive controls is to control the traffic flow admitted 
into the network at the access nodes. This approach is more effective in connection-oriented 
transport than in connectionless since a decision to admit a connection's traffic can be made 
· based on knowledge of the state of the route which the traffic would follow [20]. An ATM 
is connection-oriented (i.e., packets belonging to the same connection take the same route 
throughout the network), and in ATM networks, an admission procedure is invoked before 
the connection set-up. 
Wi th c~nnection-oriented transport, the preven ti ve control can be performed in two ways 
- admission control and bandwidth enforcement. The admission control determines whether 
to accept or rejet a new call at the time of call set-up based on the user's traffic descrip-
tions and current network load so as to satisfy performance requirements. The bandwidth 
enforcement polices individual connections to ensure the actual traffic flow conforms with 
that specified at call establishment. In the next subsections, subsections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2, 
admission control and bandwidth enforcement are further discussed respectively. 
Holtzman has proposed new and very different approaches to a preven ti ve control in [21]. 
His approaches deal with how to cope with traffic uncertainties. His work is very interesting 
in the sense that it is the first work dealing with this subject, and the approaches taken in 
his work are new. Thus, his approaches are included in section 2.2.3. · 
2.2.1. Admission Control 
Admission control decides whether to accept or reject a new connection based on whether 
the required performance can be maintained. When a new connection is requested, the 
network examines its service requirements ( e.g, acceptable cell transmission delay and loss 
probability) and traffic characteristics ( e.g., peak rate, average rate, etc.). The network then 
examines the current load and decides whether or not to accept the new connection. 
Three major research issues in admission control are: 
• What traffic parameters ( traffic descriptors) are required to accurately predi et network 
performance? 
• What criteria should the network use to decide whether or not to accept a new connec-
tion? 
• How does network performance depend on various traffic parameters? 
In the following, these three issues are discussed. 
Traffi.c Descriptors 
When a new connection is requested, the network needs to know the traffic character-
istics of the new connection in order to accurately predict its ability to maintain a certain 
performance level. A set of traffic descriptors given from a user to a network should include 
sufficient parameters so that the network can accurately determine the user's traffic charac-
teristics. However, for simplicity's sake a set of traffic descriptors should include the fewest 
possible parameters. 
The peak bit rate, the average bit rate, and a measure of burstiness are the most com-
monly used parameters for traffic descriptors. Among them, "burstiness" is the most impor-
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tant parameter, especially in an ATM network where most traffi.c sources are highly bursty. 
Burstiness is a parameter which describes how densely or sparsely cell arrivals occur. It is 
well known that burstiness plays a critical role in determining network performance ; how-
ever, consensus is yet to be reached concerning an appropriate way to describe the burstiness 
of a traffi.c source. Possible definitions of burstiness proposed include: 
1. The ratio of peak bit rate to average bit rate [22 - 25] 
2. The average burst length, i.e., the mean duration of the time interval during which the 
traffi.c source transmits at the peak rate [26] 
3. Burst factor defined as the average number of bits accumulated in a buffer during a 
burst, namely, (peak bit rate - average service bit rate) X average burst length [27] 
4. Cell jitter ratio defined as the variance-to-mean ratio of the cell interarrival times, namely, 
Var[cell interarrival times]/E[cell interarrival times] [28] 
5. The squared coefficient of variation of the interarrival times, namely, Var[cell interarrival 
times]/ E 2[cell interarrival times] (29] 
6. Peakedness defined as the variance-to-mean ratio of the number of busy servers in a 
fictitious infinite server group [30] 
Deciding the best way to describe the burstiness is a very difficult task which needs to 
be studied further. The authors of this paper believe that the burst length should somehow 
be taken in to account since it significantly affects the performance. In (5, 22, 26, 27, 31], 
it is shown that the longer the burst length, the worse the network performance becomes; 
namely, the cell loss probability becomes larger and the cell transmission delay becomes 
longer. The e:ffect of the average burst length is also examined in [25]. It is shown that with 
longer bursts, statistical multiplexing becomes less effective, and thus fewer active sources 
can be supported for a given amount of bandwidth. The authors also believe that more than 
one parameter may be necessary to describe burstiness. 
In (32], a new traffic descriptor is proposed. In this paper, the difficulty of using the 
peak bit rate or the average bit rate as a traffic descriptor uniformly across the different 
types of traffic is realized. If the peak bit rate is used regardless of the type of traffic, a large 
portion of bandwidth will be wasted, especially when the network traffic is bursty. On the 
other hand, if the average bit rate is used regardless of the type of traffic, the continuous-
bit-oriented ( CBO) traffic will suffer severe performance degradation. In (32], a new bit rate, 
called the effective bit rate, is proposed. An e:ffective bit rate is defined as a fraction of the 
peak bit rate, namely, effective bit rate = (peak bit rate) x a, where a is a constant. The 
value of a is determined based on the traffic characteristics of the source. By changing the 
value of a, we can improve the network resource utilization. Further study is required to 
determine an appropriate value of a for different types of traffic. 
Decision Criteria 
The cell transmission delays and the cell loss probabilities, because they are good indi-
cations of the degree of network congestion, are the most commonly used decision criteria 
in admission control. When transmission delays and cell loss probabilities are applied in 
admission control, their long-term-time-averaged values have been used in the past [22, 24, 
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26, 31 - 33]. Using a long-term-time-averaged value, however, may not be sufficient in an 
ATM network because here the network traffic can change rapidly and dynamically, forcing 
the network to move from one degree of congestion to another. Figure 2 [4] sketches how 
the cell loss probability changes in an ATM network as a function of time. In this figure, 
the number of active calls jumps from a at time to, to b at time ti, and to e at time tz. 
At time t3, the number of active calls decreases to b. The solid curve in the figure shows 
the time-dependent behavior of the cell loss probability. For instance, when the number of 
active calls increases to b at time ti, the network responds to the change and starts losing 
a large number of cells; gradually, the network goes up to the next level of congestion and 
reaches the value of the cell loss probability in steady state P1oss(b). When another increase 
occurs at time tz, the network responds again, gradually reaching the steady state, and so 
on. When the network traffic is highly bursty and changes dynamically, temporal network 
congestion can occur, and it is possible that a large number of cells are lost during conges-
tion periods, even when the long-term-time-averaged value of loss rate is kept small. In voice 
communication, for example, this burst loss of voice cells may cause noticeable performance 
degradation ( clicks) at a destination user. Therefore, sorne decision criteria which take the 
temporal behavior of the network into account may be needed. 
In [4], an instantaneous cell loss probability is proposed and used as a decision criterion 
to consider the temporal behavior of a network. An instantaneous cell loss probability is a 
time-dependent cell loss probability (function of slot position or time), not the value averaged 
over a long period of time. The solid curve in Figure 2 shows the instantaneous cell loss 
probability. In [4], the instantaneous cell loss probability is approximated by its steady 
state value ( dashed lines in Figure 2), and an approximate analysis is developed. A new 
connection is accepted by the network only when the instantaneous cell loss rate is kept 
below a threshold value at each switching node for longer than a predetermined percentage 
of time. 
In [4], the ineffectiveness of using the long-term-time averaged cell loss probability as 
a decision criterion is demonstrated through numerical examples using realistic parameter 
values. It is shown that network congestion can last for a length of time on the order of 
a hundred milliseconds even when the long-term-time-averaged cell loss probability is kept 
small. In voice conversation, this congestion period is comparable to a burst ( talkspurt) 
length, and thus a whole talkspurt can be lost during congestion. It is also shown that this 
burst cell loss can be avoided by using the instantaneous cell loss probability as a decision 
cri terion in admission control. 
In [6], the insufficiency of measuring only the long-term-time averaged cell loss probability 
is discussed further, and the temporal behavior of voice cell loss probability is studied. Under 
the realistic parameter values, it is found that the cell loss rate changes slowly and remains at 
zero most of the time. However, once congestion occurs and the cell loss probability becomes 
large, the cell loss probability may remain large for a long period, causing voice distortion 
perceptible at the receiver. It is shown that the average cell loss probability within a blocking 
period (i.e., the time period during which the buffer is full, and thus cells are blocked) is 
much larger than the long-term-time averaged cell loss rate. Therefore, the long-term-time 
averaged cell loss probability does not reflect the temporal behavior of voice cell loss, and it 
is not sufficient to measure voice distortion incurred. 
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Effects of Traffic parameters on ATM N etwork Performance 
One of the important research issues in admission control is to investigate the effect of 
various traffic parameters on network performance. 
In (4, 22, 26, 27, 31], the effects of statistical multiplexing of bursty sources in an ATM 
network are investigated. They investigate how the performance (the cell loss probability 
and the average delay time) varíes as a function of various parameters, su ch as the number 
of sources, the peak bit rate, and the burstiness of the sources. Sorne of the common 
observations made in these papers follow: 
• The average burst length is a very important parameter. As the average burst length 
increases, the performance degrades, i.e., the cell loss probability and delay time increase 
significantly [22, 26, 27, 31]. 
• As the peak rate of each source is increased, the cell loss probability increases [26, 27]. 
This should be intuitively clear. 
• In the case where homogeneous sources are multiplexed, if the offered load (i.e., the num-
ber of sources X mean bit rate of each source) is kept constant, the cell loss probability 
decreases as the number of sources multiplexed increases. The reason for this is that 
when the number of sources multiplexed increases (keeping the offered load constant ), 
the mean bit rate of each source decreases. The mean bit rate is a product of peak bit· 
rate and the fraction of time in which a source is in the active-state (i.e., the state in 
which a source is transmitting at the peak rate). Therefore, the reduction in the mean 
bit rate means the reduction in either the peak bit rate or the burst length ( or both). In 
either case, the cell loss probability decreases (22, 27]. 
• In the case where heterogeneous sources are multiplexed, high-bit-rate sources dominate 
the performance; an increase in high-bit-rate traffic causes more significant increases 
in the cell loss probability than does an increase in low-bit-rate traffic (31]. A similar 
observation is made in the case where homogeneous sources are multiplexed; when high-
bit-rate sources are multiplexed, the fluctuation in the cell loss is larger than when 
low-bit-rate sources are multiplexed (4]. This is dueto the fact that because of the high 
bit rate, the number of traffic sources which can be multiplexed on one link is rather 
limited and not large enough to smooth out the bursty nature of each call. 
• The cell loss probability decreases as the offered load decreases (22, 31]. Thus, a very 
efficient way to lower the cell loss probability is to decrease the offered load by providing 
larger bandwidth. This is only possible, however, if one can assume that bandwidth is 
negligibly cheap. 
In (25], the effects of traffic parameters on the network performance are investigated and 
a method is proposed to calculate the bandwidth required to satisfy a given performance 
requirement. Two different cases are considered: the case where homogeneous traffic sources 
are multiplexed and the case where heterogeneous sources are multiplexed. In both cases, 
the peak bit rate (Bp), a measure of burstiness (b) defined as the peak-to-mean bit rate 
ratio (Jfn, where Bm is the mean bit rate), and the mean number of cells (L) generated 
from a burst are used as traffic descriptors. In the following, we summarize the bandwidth 
assignment rule proposed for the homogeneous traffic case. 
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In the case where homogeneous traffic sources are multiplexed, the bandwidth required 
to satisfy a given cell loss requirement is calculated by 
Bp 
W = n-¡;R(b,n,L) (7) 
where n is the number of active traffic sources; n~( = nBm) is the offered traffic; and 
R(b, n, L) is a coeffi.cient whose value depends on the triplet (b, n, L). R(b, n, L) is called an 
expansion factor, and its value is obtained by performing a single simulation for each triplet 
(b, n, L) for a given cell loss requirement. In this paper, a cell loss requirement of 10-5 is 
assumed. This cell loss probability is rather large to be used in a real system; this cell loss 
probability is used because the simulation run time prohibits the choice of a more realistic 
cell loss probability of 10-9 . 
Using eq.(7), if the offered traffic (n~) and the expansion factor R(b, n, L) are given, 
required bandwidth W can be determined. The remaining question is whether the expansion 
factor is a function of a triplet (b, n, L ), ora function of a quadruplet (Bp, Bm, n, L ). In (25], 
it is claimed that a triplet (b, n, L) is sufficient to determine the expansion factor, and it is 
supported by examining simulation results for two cases: Bp = 10 Mbits/sec or 2 Mbits/sec: 
To determine that this approach is truly valid, more cases should be examined. 
The approach proposed in this paper considers the burstiness of the traffic and uses the 
peak-to-mean bit rate ratio (b = Jfn) and the mean number of cells generated in a burst (L) 
to determine required bandwidth (W). Even though the approach of using R(b, n, L) to calcu-
late required bandwidth is simpler than the approach in which the quadruplet (Bp, Bm, n, L) 
is used, it has the following problem. To implement this approach, the values of R(b, n, L) 
need to be precomputed through the simulation and stored in each node. Therefore, the 
number of possible combinations of (b, n, L) needs to be tractably small. This may limit the 
size of the network to which this approach can apply. 
2.2.2. Bandwidth Enforcement1 
Since users may deliberately exceed the traffic volume declared at the call set up (i.e., 
values of their traffic descriptors), and thus easily overload the network, admission control 
alone is not sufficient. After a connection is accepted, traffic flow of the connection must be 
monitored to insure that the actual traffic flow conforms with that specified at call estab-
lishment. For this purpose, the bandwidth enforcement mechanism is implemented at the 
edges of the network. Once a violation is detected, the traffic flow is enforced by discarding 
and/ or buffering violating cells. 
A Leaky Bucket method (27, 34 - 36] is one of the typical bandwidth enforcement mech-
anisms used for ATM networks; this method can enforce the average bandwidth and the 
burst factor of a traffic source. One possible implementation of a Leaky Bucket method is to 
control the traffic flow by means of tokens. A queueing model for the Leaky Bucket method is 
illustrated in Figure 3 (37]. An arriving cell first enters a queue. If the queue is full, cells are 
simply discarded. To enter the network, a cell must first obtain a token from a token-pool; 
if there is no token, a cell must wait in the queue until a new token is generated. Tokens are 
1 Also referred to as policing. 
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generated at a fixed rate corresponding to the average rate of the connection. If the number 
of tokens in the token pool exceeds sorne predefined threshold value, the process of token 
generation stops. This threshold value corresponds to the burstiness of the transmission; 
the larger the threshold value, the bigger the burstiness. This method enforces the average 
input rate while allowing for a certain degree of burstiness. The Leaky Bucket method can 
also enforce the peak bandwidth by generating tokens at the rate corresponding to the peak 
rate. 
In the original Leaky Bucket method proposed in [34], the input buffer is not provided. 
In [36], the input buffer is suggested to provide better control of the trade-off between the 
cell waiting times and the cell loss probabilities. In an extreme case, where no input buffer 
is provided, incoming cells do not have to wait in the buffer, but a large number of cells 
may be lost since all the violating cells are discarded. In the other extreme case (where an 
infinite input buffer is provided), no incoming cell will be lost, but cells may suffer a long 
waiting time. By choosing an appropriate input queue size, the trade-off between these two 
extremes can be controlled. In [37), an exact analysis of Leaky Bucket methods with and 
without an input queue is presented, providing the Laplace transforms for the waiting times 
and the inter-departure times of cells from the system (i.e., inter-departure times of tokens 
from a token pool). The expected waiting time, the cell loss probability, and the variance 
of the inter-departure times are also obtained. In this paper, a Poisson process is assumed 
for the cell arrival process. A Poisson process, however, may not accurately describe bursty 
traffi.c found in ATM networks. 
In the Leaky Bucket method, violating cells are either discarded or stored in a buffer 
even when the network load is light, and thus network resources are wasted. The total 
network throughput can be improved by using the marking method2 presented in [25, 26, 
38). In this scheme, violating cells, rather than being discarded, are permitted to enter the 
network with violation tags in their cell headers. These violating cells are discarded only 
when they arrive at a congested node. If there are no congested nodes along the routes, the 
violating cells are transmitted without being discarded. This marking method can easily 
be implemented using the Leaky -Bucket method described above. When the queue length 
exceeds a threshold, cells are marked as "droppable" instead of being discarded. Through 
simulations it is shown that by choosing an appropriate threshold value, the marking method 
can guarantee a performance level required by non-violating cells and at the same time, can 
improve the network throughput. One possible disadvantage of this marking scheme is that 
processing time in each node is increased slightly because each node has to distinguish tagged 
cells from non-violating cells when the node is in a congested state. Each node must also 
monitor its state to determine if it is in congestion. (For instance, each node may check 
its queue length to detect the congested state.) However, this extra processing can be 
done quickly and easily, and the overall merits of the marking method far exceed its slight 
disadvantages. 
An ideal bandwidth enforcement scheme should be able to correctly identify all the 
violating cells and discard or tag only violating cells. It should also be able to detect 
violation rapidly once it occurs. However, the bursty nature of the traffi.c carried in ATM 
2 Also referred to as a Virtual Leaky Bucket Method. 
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networks makes it difficult to implement such an ideal scheme. When the traffic is bursty, a 
large number of cells may be generated in a short period of time, yet conform to the traffic 
descriptor values claimed at the time of call establishment. For instance, the average cell 
arrival rate can be kept constant if cells do not arrive for a while, even if there is a burst 
of cell arrivals in a short time period. In this case, none of these cells should be considered 
violating cells. If a small value is used for a threshold, sorne of the cells will be falsely 
identified as violating cells; therefore, a relatively large threshold value must be used to 
avoid discarding or tagging non-violating cells. However, this large threshold value rnakes it 
harder to distinguish truly violating transmissions from temporary burst transmissions; thus, 
the time required to detect violations is increased. As a result, in an ATM environment it 
may be more desirable to apply a marking method in order to avoid undesired enforcement 
actions by the network. 
Bandwidth enfor~ement schemes may also be used with traffic shaping3 • The purpose of 
traffic shaping is to throttle cell inputs into a network to avoid the bursty cell transmissions. 
Burst cell transmissions are avoided, for example, by separating successive ATM cells by 
idle times. The shaping function could be performed by the access control either at a user-
network interface or at a data source by buffering and injecting cells into the network at a 
slower speed. Since traffic shaping reduces network congestion by suppressing inputs to the 
network, it may be able to support a greater number of calls than a network without the 
shaping function. With traffic shaping, the entire transmission of traffic may be unnecessarily 
slowed since cells are injected into a network at a slower speed even when the network load 
is light. However, with traffic shaping this degradation in the service quality is achieved in 
a more graceful way. 
2.2.3. Coping with Traffic Uncertainties 
In the previous subsections, admission control and bandwidth enforcement schernes are 
examined. In admission control, the network performance is predicted based on the traffic 
descriptor values provided by the network users, and then a decision is made as to whether a 
new connection is accepted or not. In bandwidth enforcement, each connection is monitored, 
and the traffic flow is forced to conform with the traffic descriptor values provided by the 
network users. However, the exact traffic characteristics may not be available to the network 
users, and therefore, the values of traffic descriptors provided by the users may involve large 
uncertainty. In such a case, a network may underestimate the impact of accepting a new 
connection and congestion may result. 
Very little attention has been paid to the problem of uncertainty in traffic descriptor 
values. Holtzman addressed this issue in (21], examining three approaches which were origi-
nally proposed in other contexts, and considering their application to the problem of traffic 
uncertainty in ATM networks. The three approaches exarnined by Holtzman are the ap-
proach using random variables (39), the fuzzy set approach [40] and the neural net approach 
to learn about the uncertain environment (41]. In this subsection, the first approach, which 
is the most promising and widely applicable, is discussed. 
In the first approach discussed by Holtzrnan, the uncertainty in the traffic descriptor 
3 Also referred to as traffic smoothing. 
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values is quantified by using a random variable for each uncertain parameter in the traffic 
model. Assume that the cell arrival process to the network is characterized by a point process 
parameterized by k traffic parameters, x1, · · · , x k. Further, assume that the delay incurred 
by cells through the network in question is a function of the k traffic descriptors and is given 
by D(xi, · · ·, x1;). Assume that the performance requirement is given, and it is to keep the 
delay (mean or percentile) less than a given threshold value D* (i.e., D(x1, · · ·, x1;) < D*). 
Since it is assumed that the delay function D(xi, · · ·, x1;) is known, we can determine the 
feasible parameter region n to satisfy the performance requirement D(xi, · ·., x1;) < D*. 
n is a range of possible values of the traffic descriptors which satisfy a given performance 
requirement. 
Let us denote yi = (Y/,···, Yj) as a set of random variables which parameterize the 
arrival stream for the j-th network user. Using yi (j = 1, · · ·, n), the aggregated cell 
arrival process from .n users can be obtained. Let us denote this aggregated arrival process 
as x(n) = (Xin), ... ,xkn)). In general, x(n) = J(Y1 , ... ,Yn). x(n) is a set of random 
variables which parameterize the cell arrival process from the superposition of n users. 
From x(n), the number of users n*, which can be supported by the network satisfying 
the performance requirement D(xi, · · ·, x1;) < D* with high probability, can be determined, 
n* is given by n* = maxn{n: P[X(n) E 11] > 1 - 8}, where 8 is a predefined tolerance level. 
(For non-homogeneous superpositions, the traffic mix should be specified.) 
In obtaining the aggregated arrival process xC n), traffic uncertainties are considered. 
The process of obtaining x(n) can be better illustrated using an example. Assume that 
the traffic generated by the j-th user is characterized by the mean cell arrival rate and the 
squared coefficient of variation of the time between cell arrivals. Further, assume that these 
two parameters have uncettainties. For the traffic generated by the j-th user, assume that: 
• The mean cell arrival rate is modeled by a normally distributed random variable Y{, 
with mean Aj and variance a¡j. 
• The squared coefficient of variation of t.he time between cell arrivals is modeled by a 
normally distributed random variable Yf, with mean e] and variance a;~. 
J 
• The random variables Y/ and Yj are mutually independent. 
In the above, the uncertainties in the mean cell arrival rate and the squared coef;ficient qf 
variation of the time between arrivals are quantified by using random variables Y{ and YJ, 
respectively. Then for the superposed arrival process x(n) = (Xin), X~n)), xin) (the mean 
arrival rate) and X~n) (the squared coefficient of variation of the time between arrivals) need 
to be calculated. They are calculated using the QNA approximation [42]. That is, 
n 
xin) =¿Y/, X~n) = wCn\z(n) - 1) + 1, (8) 
j=l 
where 
w(n) - 1 
- 1+4(1 - p(n))(V(n) - 1)' (9) 
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p(n) and v(n) are given by 
n 
p(n) = s L YJ.i, (10) 
i=l 
where s is the mean service time. 
Finally, the joint distribution of xin) and xin) needs to be computed. It is found that a 
bivariate normal distribution is a good approximation. The means and variances of random 
variables xi n) and xi n)' and the correlation between xi n) and xi n) are approximated using 
a Taylor series expansion technique. 
Note that although this approach allows uncertainty in parameter values, it must have 
a priori knowledge about the system model ( e.g., knowledge about the arrival process and 
the service process ). 
3. Multiple Traffic Classes 
In ATM networks, there is diversity of service and performance requirements. For in-
stance, real-time voice has strict delay requirement, but loss of small amount of voice infor-
mation is affordable. Many data applications, on the other hand, does not require real-time 
delivery, but high throughput and strict error control are required. Sorne video applications 
such as video conferencing communications require error-free transmission as well as .short 
delays (1]. Ideally, unifo~m control mechanism should be applied to satisfy all the service 
and performance requirements. However, this is extremely difficult. As an alternative, a 
notion of multiple traffic classes or GOS (Grade of Service) can be introduced, and separate 
control mechanism can be applied depending on the traffic class. The notion of multiple 
traffic classes is also required since full efficiency cannot be obtained by simple statistical 
multiplexing when traffic load is high. Greater bandwidth efficiency can be attained through 
the provision of multiple traffic classes. For instance, loss-insensitive traffic may be discarded 
first when traffic load becomes high. The bursty nature of traffic also requires the notion of 
multiple traffic classes. Bursty traffic is more likely to let the network congested instanta-
neously. In such case, separate control mechanism is required depending on the traffic class 
to relieve the congestion. 
To support multiple classes of traffic in ATM networks, there are two possible approaches 
(20]: 
• Segregation According to the given quality class, network resources are partitioned and 
made available to each class independently. 
• Priority It provides multiple priority levels depending on the class of traffic. In this 
approach, network resources are shared among different classes of traffic. 
The priority scheme is easier to implement than segregation scheme. Furthermore, it is 
shown that the integrated -approach performs better than the segregated approach in terms 
of cell loss probability and average queueing delay as far as a high priority service does not 
take a large portion of traffic (24]. In this section, various priority schemes are examined. 
The simplest priority scheme is a fixed priority scheme. In this scheme, the priority is 
always given to the delay-sensitive class (i.e., real time traffic). This scheme causes relatively 
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high losses for the loss-sensitive traffic, while providing relatively low delays for the delay-
sensitive traffic (54]. The converse holds true for FCFS, where there is no class distinction 
between delay-sensitive and loss-sensitive traffic, and cells are served in the order of arrival. 
Various dynamic priority disciplines have been proposed. In [54], the performance of two 
dynamic priority disciplines - Mínimum Laxity Threshold (MLT) and Queue Length Thresh-
old( QLT) - in a statistical multiplexer is examined. In Mínimum Laxity Threshold (MLT) 
discipline, the priority is given to delay-sensitive traffic when the mínimum laxity ( defined 
as the amount of time until the first deadline of all queued real-time packets expires) among 
the queued delay-sensitive cells is less than or equal to sorne threshold value; otherwise the 
priority is given to the loss-sensitive traffic. The laxity is defined as the reinaining number 
of slots until its deadline expires. A packet remains in the queue until either the packet is 
transmitted or the laxity reaches zero. When the laxity reaches zero, the packet is considered 
as lost. In Queue Length Threshold ( QLT) discipline, priority is given to loss-sensitive traffic 
when the number of loss-sensitive cells in the queue exceed sorne threshold value; otherwise 
the priority is given to the delay-sensitive traffic. Here, the analytical and numerical per-
formance models for the above disciplines are developed, and the following observations are 
made: 
• Both the MLT and QLT policies allow the designer to explicitly tradeoff the performance 
realized by each class, choosing an appropriate value for the threshold. 
• Little difference in the performance tradeoffs is observed in the MLT policy and the- QLT 
policy. Due to the simpler implementation, it is concluded that the QLT policy is more 
practica! than the MLT policy. 
In [55], a dynamic priority discipline, Head-of-the-Line with Priority Jumps, for a mul-
tiplexer with multiple classes of delay-sensitive traffic is studied. Here, it is assumed that 
each priority class has its own separate queue. Within each queue, cells are FCFS, while 
high-priority queue has nonpreemptive priority over lower-priority queues. However, a limit 
is imposed on the maximum queueing delay of cells at each queue. When the maximum 
delay limit is exceeded, that cell jumps to the end of the next higher priority queue. Thus, 
the queueing delay of a cell before it joins the highest priority queue is bounded by the 
summation of the delay limits at all the queues with priorities equal to or higher than the 
cell 's original class. The performance of the different classes can be controlled by adjusting 
the values of these delay limits. It is shown that this discipline minimizes the overall maxi-
mum tail probability in the system, and thus, it is suitable for a network carrying voice and 
video traffic, for which the tail behavior of the delay distribution has significant effect on the 
performance. 
In [7], two dynamic priority disciplines - Oldest-Customer-First (OCF) and Earliest-
Deadline-First (EDF) - are proposed to minimize the variability ofcell delays in voice traffic. 
Under the Oldest-Customer-First (OCF) discipline, the priority of a cell depends on its age 
(the time it has spent so far in the network). On an arrival of a cell to a queue, its age is 
determined from its timestamp and compared to the ages of cells already in the queue. The 
arriving cell is inserted behind older cells and ahead of younger cells. U nder the Earliest-
Deadline-First (EDF) discipline, the priority of a cell depends on its "deadline", determined 
as t + (Dmax - a - d), where t is arrival time, Dmax is maximal allowable entry-to-exit delay, 
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a is the cell age, and d is the estimated delay along its remaining route in the network. d 
depends on route length and the traffic conditions at other queues. Similar discipline was 
already described by Jackson [56-58]. In Jackson's Earlist-Due-Date (EDD) (or Dynamic) 
discipline, the priority of a customer depends on their due-dates, defined as the sum of his 
arrival time to the system and his "urgency number". The server chooses a custorner whose 
due-date is closest to the current time, or if there is any customer with "over-due", the server 
chooses the one with the largest "over-due". It is different from the EDF discipline since in 
EDD, priority is a function of only waiting time and not of other factors such as route or 
traffic conditions. The EDF discipline can be applied to integrated packet networks where 
voice a:nd data traffic are carried. In that case, since voice traffic has stricter expiration times 
than data traffic, voice traffic will have stricter deadlines and thus have higher priority under 
EDF. The authors, however, point out possible practica! disadvantages of these disciplines -
the expensive processing and sorting necessary at each queue. 
Priority schemes can also be used as a congestion control protocol. With no priority 
scheme, arriving cells are discarded without bias when the queue is full. This method, 
however, fails to recognize different requirements of different classes of traffic. For instance, 
data traffic must generally be received error-free, whereas the inherent structure of speech 
allows for sorne loss of information without significant quality degradation. In [19], network 
provides two different services - express service and first-class service. Express service is a 
service which requires real-time delivery, but can tolerate sorne loss of information. It is 
appropriate for delay-sensitive class such as voice and sorne video traffic. First-class service 
is a service which does not require real-time delivery, but requires high throughput and strict 
error control. It is appropriate for loss-sensitive class such as data. In case of congestion, 
higher priority is given to delay-sensitive class ( express-class) traffic, and reactive control is 
performed only on loss-sensitive class (first-class) traffic in the form of choking/relieving. To 
overcome the problem of reactive control, that is, to overcome the problem cause by slow 
feedback, the reactive control is exercised only at the edge of the network, and no control is 
performed at intermediate nodes. No congestion control is performed on higher-priority class 
(i.e., delay-sensitive class ). Here, two separate buffers are used for each class of traffic, and 
congestion is detected if the queue length of loss-sensitive class exceeds sorne threshold value. 
This mechanism of detecting congested state may not be accurate in an ATM environment 
where a nurnber of bursty traffics change the queue length very rapidly. 
In [63], two priority schernes - variable priority method A and variable priority method 
B - are examined to realize delay, or loss sensitive service classes. Here, it is assumed that 
each output line of the switch has a buffer associated with it, and common buffer is used 
for the two service classes. In both methods, the loss-sensitive class always has priority 
regarding cell input with buffer overflow; when the buffer is overflowed, delay-sensitive class 
cells within the buffer are discarded when required for the loss sensitive class input. Two 
priority methods differ only regarding cell output from buffer to line. In variable priority 
method A, the delay-sensitive class always has priority regarding cell output frorn buffer 
to line, whereas in variable priority method B, output priority is changed from the delay 
sensitive class to the loss sensitive class when loss sensitive class cells wait for longer than 
a determined threshold period within the buffer. Therefore, this method improves the both 
delay and loss performance of the loss-sensitive class. This method is similar to the QLT 
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discipline discussed above, but in the QLT policy, the threshold parameter is the queue 
occupancy of loss-sensitive class cells, whereas in the variable priority scheme B, it is the 
time spent in the queue. 
Within the same real-time stream, sorne data may have greater value than other data 
[9]. For example, in coded speech, active speech usually carries more important informations 
than background noise during pauses does. In [8-11], congestion controls based on priority-
oriented packet discarding of spe~ch are examined in integrated packet networks. They are all 
based on selectively discarding voice packets whose loss will have the least effect in quality 
of the reconstructed voice signal. Priority is assigned to each packet at the transmitter, 
and low priority packets are dropped when congestion happens. It is shown that such a 
prioritized system is capable of achieving better performance than non-prioritized systems 
with the same delay time and packet loss constraints [11]. In [8], impact of voice packet 
discarding on data traffic is studied. It is shown that the mean waiting time for data can be 
significantly reduced by selectively discarding voice packets during periods of congestion. 
There are three methods of determining packet priorities. They are: 
• embedded coding [12] In this method, the encoded information is divided into more 
significant bits and less significant bits. Separate packets are formed according to thei:c 
importance. Priority is given to packets containing more significant bits. 
• even/ odd samples (14] In this method, speech samples are identified as either even or 
odd. The even samples form high priority packets and the odd form low priority packets 
( or vice versa). 
• multiple energy detection thresholds In this method, packets are classified as "semi-
silence" and "active" according to their energy level. The energy level is estimated and 
compared to two thresholds. If it lies below both thresholds, it is assumed to be a 
silence, and no packet is formed. If it lies between two thresholds, "semi-silent" packets 
are formed. If it líes above both thresholds, "active" packets are formed. Priority is 
placed on "active" packets. 
Two types of thresholds are used as a measure of overload [11]. They are: 
• speaker activity threshold Low-priority packets are discarded when the number of 
callers in talkspurt exceeds a threshold. 
• buffer content threshold Low-priority packets are discarded when the queue length 
in the multiplexer exceeds a threshold. 
The effect of particular discarding algorithms and associated overload measures on network 
performance needs to be studied further. 
Slightly different techniques to control voice traffic have been proposed. In [15 - 18], 
priority is assigned to more important (significant) bits, not to cells. Each cell consists of 
high priority bits (more significant bits) and low priority bits (less significant bits), and cell 
size is reduced in response to overload by dropping low priority bits. This technique has a 
major disadvantage: it requires network nodes to know the interna! structure of a voice cell 
in order to distinguish high priority bits from low priority bits and to manipulate the cell 
contents [9]. This will increase cell processing at each switching node; thus, this technique 
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may not be suitable for ATM networks. Furthermore, since the cell size is constant in ATM 
networks, it is not clear how this technique can be applied in ATM networks. 
Discarding cells based on the importance of their contents can also be applied to video 
traffic. If an embedded coding technique4 [59-61] is used for the image, coded information 
is separated into two bit streams: a stream containing essential information and a stream 
containing picture enhancement information. Cells containing essential information are 
given higher priority than those containing the picture enhancements. When congestion 
occurs, only low priority cells are discarded. With this scheme, even when networks become 
congested the essential parts of coded information are transmitted; thus, it is expected that 
cell loss will have only a small influence on picture quality [60]. 
In this section, we have examined various priority schemes to provide multiple classes 
of traffic. In an integrated network, the followings are the possible traffic classes subject to 
priority schemes: 
• video, 
• v01ce, 
• embedded coded video or voice, 
• data, and 
• tagged cells which violate traffic descriptions 
How to put priorities on traffic classes in a network where all the above traffic classes are 
present is a possible research topic. 
Finally, it should be noted that priority schemes may not be appropriate in an integrated 
network where a large portion of traffic is a high priority service [64]. In such case, low priority 
traffic will have severe performance degradation. In this situation, a segregation scheme (i.e., 
physical traffic separation) may work better. Performance comparison between these two 
schemes in su ch environment needs to be studied further. 
4. Error Control 
Due to the use of optical fibers, the ratio of propagation delay to cell transmission time 
and the ratio of processing time to cell transmission time have increased in ATM networks. 
The use of optical fibers has also resulted in significant reduction in the channel error rate. 
These changes make it necessary to re-examine the error control schemes used in existing 
networks. 
Before examining error control schemes, it should be noted that flow control (which 
is conventionally coupled with error control as a form of window flow control) must be 
independent of error control in high speed networks such as ATM networks [43). The use of 
windows for both flow control and error control leads to a conflict. In a high speed network, 
where the ratio of propagation delaf to cell transmission time is large, a large window must 
be used to achieve high throughput; however, a large window imposes little control effect. In 
the worst case, an entire window may be transmitted at once, possibly leading to network 
4 Also referred to as a layered coding technique or a hierarchical coding technique. 
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congestion. Therefore, sorne form of rate-based flow control schemes such as the Leaky 
Bucket method discussed in subsection 2.2.2 must be used independently of error control as 
a :flow control scheme. In this section, various error control schemes are examined under a 
high speed environment. 
Error control schemes can be implemented on a link-by-link basis or an edge-to-edge 
basis. In a link-by-link scheme, retransmission of lost or erred cells takes place only between 
adjacent switching nodes, whereas in an edge-to-edge scheme, retransmission takes place only 
between the source and destination nodes. The suitability of link-by-link and edge-to-edge 
schemes in high speed networks is discussed in subsection 4.1. 
Error control schemes can be placed into two classes depending on the retransmission 
protocols (Automatic Repeat Request (ARQ) protocols) for erred/lost cells: go-back-n and 
selective-repeat protocols. In both go-back-n and selective-repeat protocols, the transmitter 
sends cells continuously without waiting for an acknowledgement from the receiver. Upon 
receipt of a negative acknowledgement (NAK) or when timeout occurs, a go-back-n proto-
col retransmits all the cells starting with the lost cell, whereas a selective-repeat protocol 
retransmits only the lost cell. In subsection 4.2, these schemes are further discussed with 
possible improvements under a high speed environment. 
4.1 Link-by-Link vs. Edge-to-Edge Schemes 
In traditional packet networks ( e.g., X.25/X. 75), error control is done on a link-by-link 
basis. Link-by-link error control, however, may not be appropriate in high speed networks 
such as an ATM network. Link-by-link schemes involve heavy protocol processing because 
cells are manipulated and processed at each node in the network. The overhead of protocol 
processing is very significant in high speed networks, while in existing networks, this over-
head is considered to be negligible (a packet length and a channel speed are the bottleneck in 
determining the packet transmission delay). Therefore, in high speed networks, edge-to-edge 
schemes may become more attractive, despite the fact that it "wastes" the successful trans-
missions over all earlier links if error or loss happens later on the path [44]. In edg~-to-edge 
schemes, an erred or lost cell is retransmitted from the source, and thus, if errors/losses occur 
on a link far from the source, edge-to-edge retransmission wastes the successful transmissions 
over all earlier links. 
Sorne papers investigate the issue of link-by-link versus edge-to-edge schemes [44 - 4 7]. 
In [44], the performance of these two schemes are investigated and compared. The network 
is modeled as a tandem queueing network, where each queue represents a single switching 
node along a virtual circuit. Finite buffers are assumed except at the source node (infinite 
buffers are assumed at the source). Blocked cells due to buffer overflow are considered lost 
and have to be retransmitted. The effects of propagation delay are considered, while the 
processing times required in an error recovery protocol are assumed to be negligible. From 
a mathematical analysis and simulations, they concluded the following: 
• For small virtual circuit (VC) throughput values, there is no significant performance 
difference between the link-by-link and the edge-to-edge schemes. 
• As the VC throughput increases, the edge-to-edge scheme performs better than the link-
by-link scheme. The edge-to-edge scheme experiences smaller delays and reaches the 
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saturation point at a higher throughput value than the link-by-link scheme. This is 
beca use the edge-to-edge scheme buffers a copy of a cell only at the source and releases 
the buffer immediately upon completion of cell transmission at the intermediate nodes, 
whereas the link-by-link scheme buffers each cell until it is acknowledged. Therefore, for 
high throughput values, blocking due to buffer overflow happens less frequently in the 
edge-to-edge scheme, yielding lower delays and a higher maximal throughput. 
• When the error probability is increased, the link-by-link scheme performs marginally 
better than the edge-to-edge scheme at lower throughput values. This is because when an 
error occurs, link-by-link recovers faster than edge-to-edge since the link-by-link scheme 
receives feedback earlier than the edge-to-edge scheme. However, as the throughput 
increases, blocking due to buffer overflow becomes significant, and thus, the edge-to-
edge scheme eventually achieves better performance. 
e When the propagation delay is decreased, the relative performance of a link-by-link 
scheme improves. (The opposite holds when the propagation delay is increased, or 
equivalently, when the channel speed is increased.) This is because when the propa-
gation delay is decreased, the intermediate nodes need to buffer a copy of a cell for a 
shorter time, and thus the blocking probabilities for the link-by-link case decrease. 
• As the number of hops increases, the relative difference in the performance of the two 
schemes decreases. This is due to the disadvantage of edge-to-edge schemes discussed 
earlier: if errors/losses occur on a link far from the source, edge-to-edge schemes waste 
the successful transmissions over all earlier links. It is conjectured that, as the number 
of hops increases, the performance of link-by-link schemes will eventually become better 
than that of edge-to-edge, but this crossover occurs when the number of hops becomes 
unrealistically large. 
In summary, the authors conclude that even under assumptions that favor the link-by-link 
scheme ( e.g., no node processing time is considered, and an analytic model which overes-
timates the dela y for the edge-to-edge schemes is used), the edge-to-edge scheme performs 
better than the link-by-link scheme, requiring fewer network resources such as buffers and 
computation time. 
The performance of link-by-link and edge-to-edge schemes in a high speed environment 
is also investigated in [45]. Here, the effects of processing time required for error recovery are 
considered, while the effects of propagation clelay are assumed to be negligible. The network 
is modeled as a tandem queueing network with feedback loops between adjacent nodes (for 
a link-by-link scheme), and the source and destination nodes (for an edge-to-edge scheme). 
Each queue represents a protocol layer within a switching node, rather than a switching node 
as a whole. lnfinite buffers are assumed at each switching node. It is concluded that for 
a network with very high-speed and low-error-rate channels, the edge-to-edge scheme gives 
better performance (i.e., gives the smaller cell transmission delay and cell loss probability) 
than the link-by-link scheme. The analytic models used in this paper are validated in [46] 
through simulations. 
In [4 7], link-by-link and edge-to-edge schemes are studied through simulations for existing 
X.25 packet networks. The propagation delays and processing times are considered, although 
they are relatively small (on the same order as a packet transmission time). It is concluded 
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that the edge-to-edge protocol alone can yield good performance if the value for the edge-
to-edge timeout is large enough to avoid unnecessary timeouts (i.e., timeouts under heavy 
loads on error-free transmissions ). It is also shown that the addition of a link-by-link control 
significantly improves the network performance under light loads. The improvement gained 
by adding link-by-link control is reduced as the load increases. This is because under a 
light load, the link-by-link control causes little queueing since there is not much traffic, and 
thus, very few edge-to-edge timeouts occur. On the contrary, when traffic load is heavy, 
the additional link processing causes queues to build up, which in turn causes edge-to-edge 
timeouts. 
In conclusion, in ATM networks, where the effects of propagation delay and processing 
time are significant, the edge-to-edge scheme gives better performance than the link-by-link 
scheme. 
4.2. Go-Back-N vs. Selective-Repeat Protocols 
The channel propagation delay has a strong effect on the performance of ARQ protocols. 
As the ratio of propagation delay to cell transmission time increases, the go-back-n proto-
col suffers from the reduced throughput because of the large number of cell retransmissions 
required. The selective-repeat protocol achieves better throughputs than the go-back-n pro-. 
tocol since it retransmits only those cells that are negatively acknowledged or whose timeouts 
have expired. However, in the selective-repeat protocol, a reordering buffer is required at 
the receiver since cells need to be buffered until all preceding cells are received correctly. 
In existing networks such as X.25 networks, the go-back-n protocol is the most commonly 
used protocol since it eliminates the need for reordering buffers and is easy to implement. 
Furthermore, this protocol provides reasonably good performance when the propagation 
delay is comparable to the packet transmission time [48]. However, in ATM networks where 
the channel speed is very high and the ratio of propagation delay to cell transmission time is 
very large, the number of cells in transit can be very large, and the go-back-n protocol may 
not perform well. For example, as we saw in the example given at the beginning of section 
3, if we use 500 bit long cells, 5 µsec/Km propagation delay and 1 Gbits/sec channel, and if 
the transmitter and the receiver are 100 Km apart, there are 1,000 cells in transit from the 
transmitter to the receiver. Therefore, if a go-back-n protocol is used, upon receipt of a NAK, 
the transmitter may need to retransmit 2,000 cells. This can cause significant reduction in 
throughput. Thus, the go-back-n protocol becomes less attractive, and the selective-repeat 
becomes more attractive in a high speed network environment. 
In [48], a throughput analysis of a selective repeat protocol in high-speed network envi-
ronments is presented. Through numerical examples it is shown that as the ratio of prop-
agation delay to cell transmission time increases, the selective-repeat achieves significantly 
better throughput performance than a go-back-n protocol. However, at the same time, the 
buffers required for reordering cells become large. This effect is studied in [49], and the upper 
bound on the mean buffer occupancy is derived. 
The trade-off between the throughput and the buffer requirement should be carefully 
weighed to determine which ARQ protocol is more effective in a high speed environment. 
However, with the advancement in VLSI technology, cost-effective reordering buffers are in 
fact coming to the marketplace (50], and the implementation of selective-repeat is believed 
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to be simple as long as the cell size is constant [51]. Therefore, the current trend is to favor 
the selective-repeat protocol over the go-back-n protocol. 
In the above, the effects of propagation delay on the performance of ARQ protocols are 
examined. Another important factor which needs to be addressed is the use of optical fiber 
and its extremely low error rate. The effects of low error rate on the performance of ARQ 
protocols also need to be considered. As the error rate decreases, errors rarely happen, and 
thus, the inefficiency of the go-back-n protocol becomes less significant since retransmis-
sions are rarely required. Even though the selective-repeat protocol always achieves better 
throughput, the performance difference between the selective-repeat and go-back-n protocols 
becomes smaller as the error rate on the channel decreases. The effects of large propagation 
delay and low error rate need to be carefully examined to determine the best ARQ scheme 
for ATM networks. 
Finally, it should ·be noted that to improve selective-repeat protocols a "block" concept 
can be introduced. A block is a group of cells, and a single acknowledgement message is 
used to acknowledge a block of cells, not an individual cell. Selective-repeat is performed on 
a block basis, and either the entire block can be retransmitted or, if an acknowledgement 
contains the list of cells to be retransmitted, only the erred/lost cells can be retransmitted. 
Severa! forms of block acknowledgement schemes have been proposed in [43, 51 - 53]. 
All the block acknowledgement schemes share a common advantage overa per-cell acknowl-
edgement scheme: they reduce the large overhead incurred by sending a separate acknowl-
edgement for each cell. Furthermore, the number of bits required to address the erred/lost 
cells is reduced if the entire block is retransmitted, even when one cell in a block is delivered 
incorrectly [53]. This reduction in the address field results in a reduction in processing time 
by reducing the size of tables which have to be searched to determine which blocks have to 
be retransmitted. This effect of reduced processing time is more significant in high speed 
networks since mínimum processing is required to match the rapid channel speed. 
In conclusion, the authors of this paper believe that a block acknowledgement scheme 
in conjunction with a block-based selective-repeat retransmission protocol executed on an 
edge-to-edge basis is the most appropriate error control scheme in very high speed networks 
such as ATM. 
5. Conclusion and Future Research Problems 
Among the techniques proposed for B-ISDN transfer mode, ATM concept is considered 
to be the most promising transfer technique because of its flexib.ility and efficiency. In this 
paper, a number of topics related to ATM networks are surveyed and reviewed. Those topics 
covered in this paper are congestion control, provision of multiple classes of traffic, and error 
control. The following summarizes the contents of this paper: 
• Due to the effects of high speed channels, conventional congestion schemes based on 
feedback information may not work in ATM networks. For the same reason, preventive 
control is more effective in ATM networks than reactive control. 
• Due to the diversity of service and performance requirements, the notion of multiple 
traffic classes is required, and separate control mechanism should be used depending on 
the traffic classes. The most effective method to support multiple classes of traffic is the 
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priority scheme. 
• Fundamental changes dueto the use of optical fibers trigger the necessity to reexamine 
the conventionally used error control schemes. A block acknowledgement protocol in 
conjunction with a selective-repeat retransmission scheme executed in edge-to-edge basis 
is the most promising candidate for the error control scheme. 
Finally, it should be noted that there are still a number of unsolved problems in ATM 
network. The following presents sorne of the future research problems: 
• In most of the past analytic work, homogeneous tra:ffic sources are assumed. Quantitative 
performance analysis assuming heterogeneous traffic sources needs to be studied further. 
• In the past analysis of leaky bucket methods, Poisson arrivals are assumed. This is not 
a valid assumption in ATM networks. An analysis of leaky bucket methods considering 
the burstiness of traffic needs to be done. 
• A Virtual Leaky Bucket Method (i.e., a leaky bucket with marking method) needs to be 
analyzed to investigate its performance. 
• In most of the work, congestion is detected if the queue length exceeds sorne threshold 
value. This mechanism of detecting congested state may not be accurate in an ATM 
environment where a number of bursty traffics change the queue length very rapidly. 
Thus, more efficient ways to detect congestion need to be investigated. 
• So far, cell loss probability has been investigated on the multiplexed link. Cell loss prob-
ability on each connection not on the multiplexed link needs to be further investigated 
to find out the performance seen by end users. 
• Performance comparison between priority and segregation schemes in an integrated net-
work where a large portion of traffic is a high priority service needs to be done. 
• How to put priorities on traffic classes in a network where ali possible traffic classes are 
mixed is also a possible research topic. 
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